Abs@ac&--We examined conditions under which two quite different types of random-dot ~nemato~ams were perceptually matched. In one stimulus type, directions of motion were defined by a uniform distribution; in the other, directions were drawn from a discrete set of just a few, widely separated directions, Cinematograms whose range of uniformly distributed directions lay between 180 and 270 deg could be matched by cinematograms containing just 6-10 discrete directions. The number of discrete directions required for a match was a nonmonotonic function of the range of directions present in the other cinematogram. The results are consistent with a line-element model in which the outputs of 12 direction-selective mechanisms, each with a h~f-amplitude half-~nd~dth of 3Odeg, are combined nonlinearly to produce the percept of motion.
Motion perception
Line-element model Metamers Direction
Stimuli that are perceptually indistinguishable even though physically different are called metamers. The existence of metamers has been much exploited in the psychophysical exploration of color vision. But, in principle, metamers can be used as a tool to investigate other sensory dimension as well (Richards, 1979) . Earlier, Williams and Sekuler (1984) created stimuli whose diverse components of motion gave up their individual identities and generated a percept of global coherent unidirectional motion. So, physically polymorphic stimuli can produce percepts having a shared directional character. Encouraged by this hint of metamerism, we set out to explore metamerism in visual motion perception.
In color vision, spectrally broad-band light, such as sunlight, can be perceptually matched by the sum of only a few suitably chosen spectrally narrow-band lights. Such demonstrations of metamerism lent crucial support to the hypothesis that color info~ation is processed initially by means of a few independent mechanisms selectively sensitive to light in somewhat different, but overlapping spectral regions. With color vision in mind, we examined perceptual relations between (i) stimuli composed of a broad-band of directions of motion; and (ii) stimuli containing only a discrete number of directions. The aim of our experiments was to determine how few directions would have to be added together in order to be perceptually indistinguishable from a broad-band stimulus of a particular bandwidth.
To anticipate, the results suggest that motion perception has much in common with color vision: at least with one particular kind of stimulus, a surprisingly small number of discrete directions yield a match to the percept of motion generated by a broad-band of directions. Moreover, our results are consistent with the idea that motion perception depends on the nonlinear combination of responses from just a few different direction-selective mechanisms.
METHODS
Our displays were dynamic random-dot cinematograms in which each dot took an independent, two-dimensional random walk of constant step size. Though all dots travelled the same distance from frame to frame, the directions in which each dot moved were independent of the directions in which the other dots moved. Moreover, the direction in which one dot moved between successive frames was independent of the directions in which it had moved previously.
